
 

Shamitabh is the debut Indian film of actor Amitabh Bachchan. It was released in India on 27 October 2012. The movie was produced by Yash Raj Films and directed by Vishal Bhardwaj, who also co-wrote the movie with Gautam Adhikari. The story is about a young man, Arun Gawli, who dreams to become a writer but quits when he loses his father to whom he was heavily attached. He spends his
life in Mumbai's underworld and becomes the head of an underworld gang. His life takes a turn when he meets Sunil Shanbag, a struggling poet. He inspires him to restart his dream of becoming a writer. They both join hands in the pursuit of their dreams and find that they share an unusual relationship in their lives. The movie is about how things work in the underworld. The characters live in the
underworld but dream of living outside it, which is what makes them different from most other ganglords who want to settle down in the underworld forever. Arun Gawli, a self-styled dada, is the head of an underworld gang. He leads a lavish life using the money earned through all his illegal activities. He neglects his mother played by Dimple Kapadia. His right hand is his girlfriend Sunita played by
Richa Chadha. Arun also has two other friends, Mahadev played by Johnny Lever and Ganesh played by Manoj Pahwa. Sunita introduces Arun to Munnabhai, a poet who does not have any knowledge about the underworld operations but has money to spend on luxurious things. Munnabhai hires Sunita as his secretary and falls in love with her. Arun's childhood sweetheart, played by Shilpa Shetty, is
married to an underworld don. She is also Munnabhai's secretary. The two of them live in the same building as Munnabhai. Arun tries to be close to Sunita but he later regrets his actions due to guilt for what he has done. Arun realizes that Sunita cannot be his future wife because she belongs to another man and therefore leaves her, which causes him pain. Arun takes over the gang of five criminals that
the other leader left behind even though he has never killed anyone or committed any crime but uses illegal methods of money earning instead of legitimate businesses. Arun asks his mother for money to start this gang. She gives him all her jewelry, but later regrets her decision. Munna encourages Arun to be a writer, which he tries for some time, but later quits due to immense pressure from his
mother that he must not take up any other profession and concentrate only on the business of his father (who is dead). Munna leaves disappointed but returns later saying that Sunita has died and he wishes to marry Arun's sister - who resides in Italy at the moment. He shows Arun a letter which was written by Sunita before she died and says that she wanted him as her husband as well as the legal
guardian of their son.
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